
WIRELESS CALLING SYSTEM

When the order is ready, the cook 
presses the keypad on the  

transmitter to call the Waiter.

Customer calls the waiter by pressing 
the Call Button given at the table.

The Waiter receives the Calling Signal through the 
Watch Pager and the Receivers Display which show 

the table numbers with vibration or voice alert when 
customers or cooks are calling. The waiter then 

quickly responds to them accordingly.
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PROO Wireless Calling System can be widely used in restaurants, hotel, cafes, hospitals, etc. It consists of:

1. Transmitter Bell Button: To be placed on the dine-in tables for the customers to call the waiter for the  
service. Once the button is pressed, the table number appears on the display with a dingdong sound.

2. Receiver Display: Through this, the waiters can see the last 4 calling numbers on the display hung on the 
wall. Once a number is displayed, the waiter is alerted to serve the calling table.

3. Receivers Hand Watch: For convenience purposes, this is for the waiter to receive the same alert that is 
shown on the receiver display. With a receiver hand watch, he need not watch the receiver display. The waiter 
will be alerted on the watch via vibration to make him understand the calling table that needs service. 

4. Transmitter Keypad: To be placed in kitchen or on the counter. Once the order number is pressed on the 
keypad the respective number will appear on the Receiving Display as well as on the Receiver Hand Watch.

The system can be used to call the waiter to serve the order to the customer table or can be used as a queue 
system, where customer can give order at the counter and take a token for the order number. Once the order is 
ready, his token number will be called and get displayed on the Receiving Display with a dingdong sound to alert 
the customer to collect his order. 

For example, Order Number 21 is ready. Counter Person can press 0021 + “ENT” key from the keypad transmitter. 
Then screen receiver displays the number 21 on the screen with a dingdong sound. Waiter or customer can see 
the display number and go and collect the order. Similarly, in case of the hospital, when the patient needs any 
help, he or she just needs to press the call button and the calling bed number will be showed on the RECEIVER 
of watch or display screen with “dingdong” sound or vibration. The Nurse and doctor can then offer timely help.

Any other business can call the token number via Transmitter Keypad to call the customer when his turn arrives.



• No Queues
• Less Workload
• No Loud Number Calling
• Better Credibility

BENEFITS

With PROO Wireless Calling System, customers are saved from the hassle of standing in long queues while waiting to 
be served. Also, in case of Dine-in environment when the customer need service, they simply press the push button 
to call the waiter.

The system improves efficiency and service level, reducing labor costs and enhancing the restaurant’s image. 
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WATCH PAGER: PROO-200RB
PRODUCT DETAILS

Color Red or Black
Weight(g) 200
Capacity About 200 pcs buttons
Standby(h) >72
Usage Time(h) >24
Size(mm) 44*35*12
Shell Material Aluminium + ABS + Silicone
Waterproof Yes
Charging USB charging cable
Battery 80mAH lithium battery
Reminder Vibrate
Range(m) • >80m in Open Area

• With Repeater >2000m

CALL BUTTON: PROO-X1
PRODUCT DETAILS

Color Mahogany
Weight(g) 80
Usage Times About 3000 times
Installation Double side tape or 

hanging
Battery 12V23A
Size(mm) 60*60*31
Range(m) • >80m in Open Area

• With Repeater >2000m

REPEATER: PROO-160REP
PRODUCT DETAILS

Color Black
Weight(g) 600
Installation Flatwise / Hanging
Size(mm) 122*719*249
Shell Material Aluminium
Relay Mode Storage Forward/ Full Code 

Forward
Power 5V2A
Range(m) >2000m in open area

SYSTEM COMPOSITION



DISPLAY: PROO-400D
PRODUCT DETAILS

Color Black
Weight(g) 1500
Installation Flatwise / Hanging
Size(mm) 430*118*30
Shell Material Aluminium + ABS + PC
Display English Letters & Numbers
Power 12V1A
Display Mode 3 Kinds of option
Voice Output Support
Range(m) • >200m in open area 

• >2000m (with repeater)

KEYPAD: PROO-1KP
PRODUCT DETAILS

Color Black
Weight(g) 200
Installation Flatwise / Hanging
Size(mm) 150*97*36
Shell Material ABS + PC
Display LED
Power 5V2A
Range(m) • >200m in open area 

• >2000m (with repeater)

APPLICATIONS

Hospital Bakery Restaurant Cafe Barbershop Hotel
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